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Bulgaria on Wednesday rejected Russian accusations that it was betraying its former Soviet-
era ally by considering replacing its aging Russian warplanes with ones built in the West.

In a Twitter post commenting on reports that Bulgaria was contemplating buying secondhand
jets such as Eurofighters from Italy or F-16s from Portugal to replace its current fleet, Russian
Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin wrote:

"News from Bulgaria: a certain Shalamanov [Defense Minister Velizar Shalamanov] has
convinced Prime Minister [Georgi] Bliznashki to once again betray Russia … in favor of
second-hand eagles."

In response, Bulgarian Foreign Minister Danail Mitov issued a statement calling Rogozin's
comments "extremely unworthy … contrary to good manners and [they] show, unfortunately,
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a lack of respect for Bulgarian institutions and the state."

He continued: "As for the implicit accusations of disloyalty, I would like to remind [the
comments'] authors that the Republic of Bulgaria is a member of the EU and NATO and it does
not owe explanations about its sovereign decisions to third parties."

Bulgaria shares linguistic, religious and cultural ties with Russia, was seen as Moscow's most
pliable ally before the fall of the Berlin Wall and remains heavily dependent on Russian
energy. But since it emerged from communism a quarter of a century ago, Bulgaria joined
NATO in 2004 and the European Union in 2007.

Its conflicting loyalties have been tested by the ongoing standoff between the West and Russia
over Ukraine.

It participated in NATO exercises after Russia's annexation of Crimea and reluctantly stopped
working on a giant Russian-led gas pipeline project after pressure from the United States and
Brussels.

It is not the first time Rogozin, who is subject to U.S. and European sanctions, has offended
former eastern bloc countries.

In May he reacted to being barred from Romanian airspace by tweeting that he would return
in a TU-160 bomber.

Bulgaria has been considering buying new jets for the past 15 years, but has not done so due to
financial constraints.
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